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ABSTRACT

Many events are captured using multiple cameras today. Frames
of each video stream have to be synchronized and aligned
to a common time axis before processing them. Synchro-
nization of the video streams necessarily needs a hardware
based solution that is applied while capturing. The align-
ment problem between the frames of multiple videos can
be posed as a search using traditional measures for image
similarity. Multiview relations and constraints developed
in Computer Vision recently can provide more elegant so-
lutions to this problem. In this paper, we provide two so-
lutions for the video frame alignment problem using two
view and three view constraints. We present solutions to
this problem for the case when the videos are taken using
affine cameras and for general projective cameras. Excel-
lent experimental results are achieved by our algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging involves a projection of the 3D world onto a 2D im-
age. The projection results in the loss of information present
in the third dimension, popularly referred to as the depth or
the z dimension. It is easy to see that a plurality of projec-
tions can compensate for this loss more than a single view
can. Multiple views can provide additional evidence for au-
tomated processing. The primary application of multiview
constraints is to reconstruct the third dimension from a set
of projections. The simplest example is classical stereo vi-
sion [1]. The algebraic relations among the projections of a
point onto multiple cameras have been studied extensively
in Computer Vision recently [1]. Multiview relations have
found many applications in view generation, object recog-
nition [2], video stabilization [1], etc.

Multiple independent views of a dynamic event can be
obtained using multiple video cameras. The multiview al-
gebraic relations are then satisfied between the correspond-
ing points of the views of the same time instant, provided
the videos are synchronized to a common video signal. Us-
ing a still-camera analogy, synchronization ensures that the

“shutters” of all cameras are opened at the same time in-
stant. Thus, the visual world is sampled at the same time in-
stants by all views. However, aligning the discretized time
axes of each video to a common sequence so that the spe-
cific time instants in different views can be identified is a
non-trivial task even for synchronized videos. We call this
the frame-alignment problem for multiple views. Align-
ing the frames in this manner is the first step of all Com-
puter Vision algorithms using multiple views. Figures 1,2,
3 show three situations of watching an event from different
and wide-apart viewpoints.

Hardware-based solutions to this problem have been de-
veloped, involving a special equipment to insert a unique
time-code into each video stream [3]. This time-code can be
read and compared accurately while processing the video.
A common time-code signal is supplied to all videos so that
the time-code is stamped on each frame of the video. The
frames with identical time-codes from each camera corre-
spond to the same time instant. This solution is cumber-
some and is impractical when the cameras are physically
distant. This is often the case in many application areas of
Computer Vision involving multiple views. Examples in-
clude tracking a space launch vehicle or an aircraft from
multiple locations, watching a sports event from different
vantage points, surveillance of a large space, etc.

The frame alignment problem can be solved using an
appropriate frame similarity measure used in conventional
video processing. Colour histograms, shape features, etc.,
are popular frame similarity measures in applications like
video segmentation, indexing, and content based retrieval [4].
The proper alignment of frames is an ordering of one with
respect to the other that maximizes the similarity between
corresponding pairs of frames. This technique can work if
the features used for similarity are not too different in differ-
ent views. Though this is often the case, the overall charac-
teristics of the frame could be very different between views.
An example would be the views of a football event from the
sidelines and from a blimp high above.

We present a solution to the frame-alignment problem
using the algebraic constraints satisfied by matched points



Fig. 1. A set of ground stations observing a ballistic motion

Fig. 2. Two videos of a sports event and their alignment

in aligned views. The constraints depend only on the un-
derlying common geometry and are invariant to the view-
ing parameters. We present solutions for two cases in this
paper. The first case is when the cameras used are affine
(which is a generalization of orthographic cameras). Frame
alignment between two videos can be solved using the lin-
ear constraint encoded by the Fundamental Matrix in this
case. We show that a shift in the frames translates into a
shift in phase in the Fourier domain. The second case deals
with general projective cameras. We use the Fourier domain
properties of the three view constraints encoded by the tri-
linear tensor in this case. This solution, however, needs to
compute weak calibration in the form of the trilinear tensor
before alignment. This can be computed easily using 7 or
more stationary points in the views.

We pose the problem in a multiview framework in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 describes the methodology adopted to
solve the problem. The results of applying our algorithm
are described in Section 4. Specific implementation details
are also provided. Conclusions and future directions of re-
search are described in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The multiview frame-alignment problem for synchronized
videos that observe the same event can be defined as fol-

Fig. 3. Observing an event using multiple cameras (Cour-
tesy Keck Laboratory, University of Maryland)

lows. Let the frames from � synchronized videos be written
as ���������
	������� , ��	������ , ��	������ , ����� , ������������� where��	������ is the ���� frame from view � . The frames of each view
are numbered consecutively, but are independent of other
views. The alignment problem reduces to identifying � in-
tegers !#"$�����%!�& such that the frames � 	 ���(')! 	 �*�+�,�-���������
correspond to the same time instant for all � . Without loss
in generality, we can take !#".�/� . The problem then re-
duces to finding �0�� integer offsets that align the frames
of views 12������� to the frames of the first view. The multi-
view relations are satisfied by the set of � aligned frames
since they contain � projections of the same scene. In this
paper, we assume that we are reliably able to track points
across views.

The fundamental matrix [1] encodes a linear, epipolar
constraint between projections of the same point in two views.
Trilinear algebraic relations do the same for three views,
constraining where the image of a point lies in a third view,
given its position in two views. They are useful in solving
a number of problems such as the recognition of an object
from a new view point and synthesis of novel views [2].
The fundamental matrix is a rank 2 matrix that constrains
the images of points in one view to lie on lines in the sec-
ond. If 3 4 " ��5 " ����6 T and 3 487���5#79���*6 T are corresponding points
in two views, the fundamental matrix encodes the following
constraint.

4 " 4 7�: " ';5 " 4 7*: 7 '<4 7�:8= '<4 " 5 7�:?> '<5 " 5 7@:BA'C5 7 :BD ';4 " :BE '<5 " :8F ' :8G ��� (1)

where the : s are the elements of the fundamental matrix,
defined only up to an unknown scale factor. Each point
match gives one equation in terms of : s given by Equa-
tion 1. Therefore, eight point correspondences are neces-
sary to estimate H since the fundamental matrix has 8 de-
grees of freedom. The number of unknowns reduces to 5
when the cameras are affine. Equation 1 can be written in
this case as I

4 " 'KJL5 " '<M@4 7 ')!N5 7 ')OP��� (2)

The trifocal or trilinear tensor encapsulates the projec-
tive geometric constraints between three views that are in-



dependent of the scene structure. Let Q be a point in 3D
space that is projected onto 3 views with image points R " �3 4 " �%5 " ����6 T, R87S�T3 4B7N�%5#7U����6 T, and R = �V3 4 = ��5 = ���*6 T, respec-
tively. Then the trilinear relation between them can be ex-
pressed as [2, 1]WYXLZ\[�X]_^ [�`bacW#X�Wed%ZCX�X]_^ [�`8fgWed�ZhX�[]i^ [�`jakZS[�[]i^ [�`ml<noNXLZ�[�X] ^ [ ` akoNX�Wed%ZCX�X] ^ [ ` fgWed�ZhX�d] ^ [ ` akZS[pd] ^ [ ` l<nW X Z d�X]i^ [ ` acW X o d Z X�X]_^ [ ` fgo d Z X�[]i^ [ ` akZ d%[]i^ [ ` l<no X Z d�X] ^ [ ` aco X o d Z X�X] ^ [ ` fgo d Z X�d] ^ [ ` akZ d�d] ^ [ ` l<n (3)

where qsr 	t is the trilinear tensor which has 27 elements.
Since each corresponding triplet contributes four linearly in-
dependent equations and the number of unknown entries of
the tensor is 26, up to scale, at least seven corresponding
triplets of points are necessary to compute the tensor.

The key idea behind our frame-alignment procedure is
that the algebraic constraints such as those given in Equa-
tions 1 and 3 are satisfied by aligned frames of multiple
videos. Equation 3 can also be used to predict the projec-
tion of a point in the third view given its projections in two
views.

For the rest of the discussion, we focus on the problem
of aligning two or three views. Let A, B, and C be the video
sequences from three views and let the sequence of frames
from A and B be already aligned. Frames from C can be
aligned to them using an unknown shift u . In other words,
the triplet vs�w���*�%xy�����@� and z,�w�B')u8� are aligned for every � .
We need to compute the u that aligns C with the others.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our approach to align frames
using multiview constraints. We consider two cases sepa-
rately. The first case uses affine cameras. We show that
the frames of C can be aligned in this case using only two
views. In the second case, general projective cameras are
used, a scenario that requires three views for alignment. In
addition, weak calibration is assumed to be either given or
computable from the video sequences themselves. In the 3-
view situation that we are concerned with, this means that
the trilinear tensor for the views A, B, and C is known be-
fore computing alignment.

Affine Camera Case

Let ��4 	 r �%5 	r � be the image coordinates of a point in frame � of
view � . Given two views B and C, Equation 2 is satisfied for
each frame � if the videos are frame aligned. If we consider
the sequence over time of the pairs of views, Equation 2
holds for each time instant or frame � independently. We
can take the Fourier Transforms of the sequences, to getI�{ " �w|}�e'.J*~ " �w|}�e'0M

{
7 ��|}�e'.!8~ 7 ��|}�e'.O��#�����$���e� (4)

If the sequences are not aligned but have a shift of u between
them, we have (using the Fourier shift theorem and ignoring
the DC component)I�{ " ��|}�#'0J@~ " ��|}�#'0M*���w|}�

{
7 ��|}�#'g!��p�w|}��~ 7 ��|}�����e� (5)

where M � ��|}�2��M*O 	 7%�����e� & and ! � �w|}����!�O 	 7%�N���e� & . The se-
quences

{ " ��~ " �
{
7U� and ~�7 can be computed as the Fourier

transforms of the corresponding sequences of image coor-
dinates. The unknowns

I
��J���M � ��|}�@� and ! � ��|}� can be solved

for each | using the sequences obtained by tracking a num-
ber of points across views and Equation 5. The M � val-
ues have the same magnitude for all | and their phases are� ��1 � ��������������g�
� � where

� ��1U�ju���� . The inverse Fourier
transform of the sequence M � ��|}� will have a distinct peak
corresponding to the shift value of u .

Algorithm FAlignA

1. Identify the set of tracked points in two views.
2. Compute the Fourier transform

{ 	 ��|}� and ~ 	 ��|}� of
the sequence of coordinates 4 	 r and 5 	r across the frames.

3. Solve Equation 5 for

I
��J���M � � and ! � for each | inde-

pendently.
4. Compute the Inverse Fourier Transform of sequencesM � and ! � . Both should have strong peaks at the correct

value of u that align the sequence of frames.

Projective Camera Case

The projective camera is a generalization of the affine cam-
era. The epipolar equation for projective cameras is given
by Eqn 1. The cross-terms involving 4 and 5 from differ-
ent cameras pose difficulties in extending the results of the
affine case to the projective case. However, we outline a
solution for aligning a video to a pair of aligned videos us-
ing the 3-view relations given in Equation 3. We need to
know the tensor �er 	t , but this can be computed from the im-
age itself if we can identify at least 7 static points in the
video sequences. It may not be unreasonable to assume that
seven stationary points exist in the tracked frames. The ten-
sor can then be used to compute the coordinates in the view
C of any point in A and B using Equation 3. Let � � be the
sequence of the positions of a specific non-stationary point
computed using the trilinear tensor and let c be the sequence
of observed projections of the same 3D point in view C. The
following relation holds between c and � � since C has an un-
known shift ! with respect to A and B.

� � ���������8�w�b'<!Y�
Taking the Fourier Transform of the above two series

and applying the time-shifting property of Fourier Trans-
forms we get � � ��|}����O 	 �#�U�c��|}� for some constant ! . The
cross power spectrum of C and � � can be computed as�s���������������$�� �\���$��� � � ��� � l;¡U¢U£�¤9¥ (6)



Fig. 4. The IDFT of the sequence M � for affine cameras for a
shift of 40 frames

The Inverse Fourier Transform of the cross power spectrum
will have an impulse at ! . The presence of a strong peak is
an indication that the two sequences c and � � are shifted
versions of each other. The position ! of the peak gives the
amount of shift that will align the view C with the other
views. We present the frame-alignment algorithm briefly.

Algorithm FAlignB

1. Identify a subset of correspondent stationary points
in all the views. If fewer than 7 stationary points
are available, this algorithm cannot be used for align-
ment.

2. Compute the trilinear tensor for the views A, B, and
C using the stationary points.

3. Compute the sequence � � of image positions of a dy-
namic point in view C using its positions in the other
views and the tensor computed above. This sequence
is a version of the observed sequence � of the same
point in view C.

4. Compute the Fourier Transforms of c and � � and their
cross power spectrum.

5. Find the highest peak in the Inverse Fourier Trans-
form of the cross power spectrum. Its location ! gives
the shift that would align the view C with the others,
while its distinctness would reflect the quality of the
alignment;

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We tested our algorithm on a number of scenes. the dynamic
scene is captured in two or three views. Moving points are
tracked over the views and the proposed algorithms were
tested on them.

Affine Camera Case: Algorithm FAlignA was used for
estimating the constants

I
��JU�%M � ��|}�*� and ! � �w|}� for each | .

Fifty points were tracked across 128 frames and two views
for the experiments. The frames of the second view were

Fig. 5. The IDFT of the cross power spectrum for projective
cameras for a shift of 10 frames.

shifted by different amounts and the algorithm was applied.
The results were excellent and always estimated the correct
shift. The plot of the IDFT of M � from one of the experiments
is shown in Figure 4. The peak is sharp and very distinct.

Projective Camera Case: The third video was shifted
by a variable number of frames before applying the algo-
rithm. We used 20 stationary points to compute the trilin-
ear tensor. A non-stationary point was then tracked over
32 frames in three views to obtain the � and � � sequences
for the algorithm. A plot of the IDFT of the cross power
spectrum (Equation 6) of the x-coordinate of the � and � �
sequences is shown in Figure 5. This gives a good peak at
the correct shift value.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we defined the frame-alignment problem for
multiple views and presented algorithms to solve it when us-
ing affine cameras and projective cameras. The algorithms
produced excellent results on a large number of experiments.
The algorithms can easily be extended to aligning the frames
of arbitrary number of views. We are currently working on
a solution for projective cameras that does not require the
knowledge of the tensor.
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